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Hi Guys!
Welcome to CrossFit Claremont’s first newsletter where we will to keep you updated (and entertained) with
all the happenings around CROSSFIT CLAREMONT!
It’s been an enormously busy two months with the moving of locations and settling into our new home at
the Claremont Showgrounds. once again, thankyou so much to every single one of you who came down over
the weekend and lent a hand (and some muscle) to get it all done. WE truly could not have done it without
you. Your efforts were beyond generous and I am at a loss for words at just how lucky I am to have such an
incredible and generous community. Thankyou.
In January it seemed the allure of the giant pineapple was too strong and we farewelled a favourite, coach
rach as she headed on home to queensland where she is part time coaching and full time teaching some lucky
banana benders! Throughout the last few months we have welcomed back (temporarily) coach finn (who we
hope to see around on the odd occasion when he is off site) and coach wacey who has been a fixture as
permanent as the bar bells over the past 3.5 years, but now joins us in an official capacity.
On 4th feb cfc held it’s first fundraiser wod to support Claire, Olivia and crew in their Rottnest swim
endeavour! We had an amazing turnout and some incredibly generous donations which totalled over $1000
helping the girls towards their $25 000 total (which they achieved). Incredibly proud and in awe of the
girls efforts!
February and march saw, what was in my opinion, our best CrossFit open’s competition yet! There were so
many outstanding individual performances and personal bests, but the support and encouragement you gave
each other is what made the 2017 opens the most enjoyable I've ever participated in from the perspective of
both a competitor and coach.
(a quick write up on all individual performances can be found at the back of this newsletter).
The year has gotten off to an amazing start and I can’t wait to see what else 2017 has in store for us all.
Hopefully some exciting gains and pbs but most of all, lots of fun.
Peace,

Coach Jason
The goal is just to get fit. Make it the best hour of your day.
Stay safe, turn up the music, high five some people and blow off some steam. So remember that.
Relax. Have fun. Work out.
- pat sherwood.
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When, how and why did you get started with us? July 2014.
Chris was and is still a coach at the gym and I thought
I'd try it out. Big Ol baseline was the trial wod on
Saturday. I scaled and died. Been addicted ever since.
What would be your dream workout? 1rm snatch, 5 min rest,
then 10min EMOM rest
What workout will you want to avoid? FRAN - Five k Run
And Nothing else
Favourite Crossfiter? Sara Sigmundsdottir. She's cute and
loves to eat - basically an Icelandic me right? Right?
Whats the best thing you own that cost under $100?
CFC weekly membership - gets me to lift, finds me the
best friends, gives me the best banters... which all
makes up for the sub par coaching
Biggest fashion mistake you’ve ever made? Sneans in high
school
Favourite quote? Don't be a do nothing bitch - Ronda
Rousey
Whats your fav 90s jam? U can't touch this
Last thing you watched on TV? Modern family
Funniest thing that happened to you recently? My life is a
series of funny events... can't think of anything that
stands out... maybe being featured for the first time on
cfc website for 2 consecutive Sundays doing my
favourite wod. Or old moss pretending to be me...
that's pretty good too.
Most used emoji? !!!!!
If you could have one other CrossFit Claremont members body
part, what would it be? Laura’s Abs!
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When, how and why did you get started with us? The first class was the
first ever Saturday class (whenever that was??). Had never heard of
Crossfit but came in with a mate and enjoyed it. Was originally just
for something to do during the footy off season.
What would be your dream workout? Something with plenty of rest!
Nah probably something like 10/8/6/4/2 hang power cleans @80
coupled with 5/4/3/2/1 ring muscle ups. Rest 5mins then a
400m run for time.
What workout will you want to avoid? 16.5 and 17.1. Anything with
burpees really.
Favourite Crossfiter? Can't go past Matty Fraser and Katrin however I
enjoy watching Lauren Fisher and Brooke Wells "
Whats the best thing you own that cost under $100? My car costs me $0
so does that count? Probably one of my many pairs of short shorts.
Biggest fashion mistake you’ve ever made? I'm fashion forward so don't
make mistakes, they're just ahead of the times.
Favourite quote? You don't win friends with salad
Whats your fav 90s jam? 4 way tie between Prodigy - breathe, daft
punk - around the world, souls of mischief - 93 till infinity, and
spice girls - wannabe.
Last thing you watched on TV? The Walking Dead.
Funniest thing that happened to you recently? Probably the other week
when my shorts were so drenched with sweat (standard) that they
were basically sticking to me like a second skin. We were all
catching our breathe outside recovering and a certain member who
I will call L. Turner.... no wait that's too obvious. I will call her
Laura T. She was sitting on the grass, I was standing in front of her
chatting and she could basically see my 'Wilbur'.
Most used emoji? The black thumbs up #If you could have one other
CrossFit Claremont members body part, what would it be? Ervin's hips. So
mobile!

Getting social.
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Grace Allen 5277 in Oz: It was inspirational to see her get 17.5 done RX. I think she did 4/5 WODs
hungover so it was a solid effort!
Niki Ascott 988 in Oz: Niki gritted her teeth in 17.3 really dug deep in 17.5! Hopefully this sees her
reestablish her relationship with WODs because this has proven she’s so much more than ‘just’ a
lifter!
Elizabeth Bellis 992 in Oz: This girl blew us all away. With only 3-4 months of CrossFit under her
belt she had an astounding performance. Watch this space! Almost more outstanding than her WOD
performances (first in 17.1–and 9th muscle ups ever in 17.3) was her weekly delivery of treats to
Friday night lights. Liz, you we’re as loved as Dave Castro was hated every Friday evening. Got
performance of the Open for her 17.3 effort.
Kat Birch 245 in Oz, 298 last year: An amazing effort after working FIFO for the last 2 years. The
girls around her on the leaderboard would train twice as much as she does so it’s exciting to see
what she’s capable of with full time training! Can’t wait to see her performance in next year’s opens
(and also next year’s fireman calendar).
Siobhane Byrne 1491 In Oz, 2113 last year: Proving why she was awarded “Most Improved” at the end
of last year, Siobhane made a significant leap on the leaderboard. So excited to see what she can do
in another year and pain free. 2-3 workouts was the fourth highest scorer from memory, really
consistent effort.
Emma D’Ambrosio 3847 in Oz: In almost every workout Emma doubted her her ability to do the WOD
RXd, yet she continued to get it done and posted some solid scores. Also worthy of a mention was the
fact I don’t think we ever saw her stop smiling, even when she was deep in the pain cave. Fittest Mum
in the gym!
Siobhan Drake-Brockman 1591 in Oz, 4026 last year: Siobhan, this was by far the biggest female
improvement in the gym! She has so many strengths and she is working hard on weaknesses. She was a
quiet achiever (rare in this box) and smashed 17.5.
Kate Garner 5381 in Oz: It was great to see Kate get all the workouts done despite her hectic
schedule! She is a great mover and it’s exciting to see her with a year of consistent training under
her belt!
Nadine Gyllhamn 1583 in Oz: This girl has come in leaps and bounds in the past year! On the back of a
month long holiday, this was a truly solid performance! If this continuous growth and improvement
continues we will be seeing big things to come from her next year.
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Kimberlee Hall 657 in Oz, 1507 last year: Another amazing improvement in the last year! Kim is one
of our most dedicated athletes and is reaping the rewards of her consistent efforts each week!
Everything is really coming together for Kim and she should be aiming to be a top 300 athlete next
year. Got the gym award for most improved for a reason. Also polled 35/70 of the dummy spit votes…
Paula Hughes 2220 in Oz: AKA the smiling assassin. Paula under estimates herself and doesn’t realise
her potential, but the proof is in the pudding with her performance this year. She can do so much
more than she gives herself credit for. A super quick 17.5 showed what she is capable of. No one
should be smiling ear to ear every Open workout! Tip for next year: tighter shoes laces, tighter hair
lackies.
Sarah Jefferson 4034 in Oz, ??? last year: Improved in every aspect from last year. No one will
quickly forget her huge effort on 17.5. She has a determination and passion that is going to prove
fruitful throughout the coming year. Can’t wait to see her a Jo go head to head for years to come.
Sasha Jones 6296 in Oz: A last minute entrant and I am so glad she did it! If she can keep embracing
conditioning workouts she will kill it next year because her strength will never be an issue!
Gemma MacMillan 7920 in Oz: Gemma did the workouts but didn’t log them L Crushed 17.1! Chance
for redemption in the masters league!
Hollie McBride 4979 in Oz, 733 last year: After an amazing effort last year, unfortunately this year
Hollie was away with work and only got the complete one workout, yet managed in that one workout
to come away with a top 3 score. Hollie is an inspirational competitor and will be something special
if she can get a good run at it. We truly felt Hollie’s absence as she is one of the most supportive and
encouraging spectators to ever have around.
Theresa Moss 8750 in Oz: Theresa has probably tripled all of her lifts in the past 6 months which is
pretty astounding and a testament to hard work. Proved when she puts her mind to it she can really
do well. Can’t wait to see next year. It’s likely she has some footage of every single one of you deep
in the pain cave and certainly not looking your best.. so be nice to her or end up a YouTube sensation.
Cynthia Sargent 8594 in Oz: Cyn did a lot of workouts after getting treatment only a few hours
earlier. “Inspirational performance” gets thrown around a lot but this truly was. Cyn has got so
much stronger and fitter recently and I’m so excited to watch her continual performance.
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Jenny Clair Saladino 2817 in Oz: Jen battled a pretty tough injury throughout yet still performed
really well. To squat and Snatch like she does so new into CrossFit makes the sky the limit. Her
positive energy and spirit lifted so many in the gym throughout the WODs, she is a great spectator
and supporter as well as athlete.
Lingee So 2270 in Oz, 1897 in Oz: On the backend of a holiday, with a back injury, a business trip
during and illness throughout.. conditions were less than ideal for our resident “rester”. These
Opens were not a true display of the gains this girl has made over the past year. Lingee is easily
strong enough to be a top end performer, if her conditioning keeps improving she will be a force.
Laura Turner 1605 In Oz: Some really strong performances from her this year. The redo Queen
shaved minutes off her 17.5 and after doing it in the morning took something like 3 and a half
minutes of her 17.1 the same afternoon! Wouldn’t recommend it but a jaw dropping performance.
Lauren Walker 639 in Oz: A really consistent year from Lauren with solid scores across the board.
To get a round out of Bar Muscle Ups out when she wasn’t sure she would get one at all was
inspirational and she put her head down and gave 17.5 everything to put up a really fast time.
Aleks Williams 8374 in Oz: Aleks jumped in on the Open at the last minute and I’m so glad she did.
Getting pull ups and her strength really improving while the Open was on, I’m excited to see what
next year brings!
Marshall Allen 8101 in Oz: Was telling me he would be happy to do 1 workout RX’d and in the
managed to get them all RX! The extra mobility work and dedication this guy puts in with a hectic
schedule is really impressive. 17.5 a highlight despite some choice words from Grace.
Matt Blycha 4096 in Oz, 1205 last year: Big Matty was unfortunately pretty unwell for the first
few weeks and had been away before it started. Everyone knows what he can do and it will good to
see him get going again.
Daniel Brando 5058 in Oz: A very solid mover who really put his head down and worked hard. This
past month I have seen him be more consistent than ever in his training, the results from his hard
work and dedication are sure to be exciting.
Michael Brooks 4819 in Oz, ??? last year: Not an ideal open schedule having to travel around but
always gets the most out of himself in every WOD. Has improved so much in the last year with his
diligent work, glad to see him really do well.
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Wacey Brown 2027 in Oz, 475 last year: After some serious rehab work Wace just made the open
part of his integration back into training and eased through the workouts doing what he could.
Also in case something came up he could do at 100% - Luckily it did and smoked 17.4 He’s coming
back fast and will be a force as always next year.
Mitchell Conte 1392 in Oz: Has always had a great tank and really went after the workouts. Would
love to see him hit some regular weightlifting classes because I reckon he put up some serious
high finishes.
Peter D’Alessandro 7055 in Oz, missed 17.5: Did really well on 17.3, has a huge gas tank and just
keeps getting better now he is building his skills and in pretty much every day. Watch this space
in another year.
Daniel D’Ambrosio 3064 in Oz, 3054 last year: A really impressive performer and for a guy who
never gets a chance for any more then 6am on Monday, Wednesday and Friday. Lot of people have
mentioned his improvement in the last few months and this was evident in his performances each
week!
Kai Garner 1256 in Oz: Awesome effort from Kai. He has a lot of fitness and strength, as he gets
more exposure to the sport component of CrossFit he could be a scary prospect.
Tim Gosling 9933 in Oz: Jumped in on the Open late Monday night and I’m so glad he did. He
knuckled down and completed all the workouts! Fitness its really improving along with some
really solid technical improvements in his lifting, great stuff for not a huge amount of time doing
CrossFit.
Zach Goss 2051 in Oz: Probably only did 2 workouts not hungover, but some impressive efforts.
With some tiny tweaks in some of the technical movements his strength and gas could see him
easily make top 1000 and further.
Manasseh Gudgeon 2771 in Oz: Wasn’t able to do the last WOD which messed his score around, due
to various obligations hasn’t been able to train a whole heap in the lead up. Would love to see this
guy get a good block of training in because the sky’s the limit.
Joe Jefferson 53 in 14-15 YO in Oz: Had such a great Open and took out the award for Big things
next year as he did so well. Has 2 more years in the 14-15YO category too! Getting his first Bar
Muscle up was a huge highlight!
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Duncan Lane 2949 in Oz: Mr Community I felt was millimeters from probably having his finish halved.
Missed the last 61kg Snatch with a second left, was sick in the first week, some unlucky no rep HSPUs,
and a bit of a bad Double Under day in 17.5 yet still did really well. Great to see him injury free and
having a good crack at the Open. His strength went up leaps and bounds this year, a few things go his
way next year and you will see a huge jump.
Cooper Lindsay 5757 in Oz, 77 in 15-16 YO in Oz: The first teen we ever had in the Gym and had to had
fight out of his weight class doing all the same workouts as the RX men. Some inspiring efforts and to
see how far this guy has come has been amazing to watch.
Chris Loftus 2111 in Oz, 2524 in Oz last year: A solid increase for the nugget king. He’s such a nice
mover would love to see how he would go with a consistent 6 month training block behind him.
Dom Mcgreal 9539 in Oz: Wasn’t able to do the last workout which threw his score out, which sucks
especially since he has some smooth dubs. This guy is one of the real success stories with amazing
strength and fitness improvements since he came down. Can’t wait to see in another year.
Daniel Moss 443 in Masters, 510 last year: The Open wasn’t hard enough so the big fella thought he
would make his DBs heavier in 17.2! Really nice improvement, so many things are all starting to click
for him. Came in countless times to judge and support people, a real people’s hero this year.
Paul Muscat 8124 in Oz, 5325 last year: Nearly 4000 place improvement! You seriously almost never
see jumps like that, like a different person doing the Thrusters even though there were double the
amount this year. Great testament to a year of consistent training.
Ervin Ng 2364 in Oz: Not many people add 20kg to their Snatch in a year and his guy is making some
super fast progress. Looks to have come back from Singapore with a spark and it’s exciting to see him
progress.
Travis Ursino 4713 in Oz: Really good first Open for Trav, one of the hardest workers, he knows his
weaknesses and is attacking them hard. Unrecognizable from the guy who started, can’t wait to see
where he can go.
Bernard Smit 3830 in Oz, 4449 last year. Big improvement for Bernie, if he can keep it going and lock
his doubles down, no reason why this jump can’t be bigger next year!
Sean Sweeney 703 in Oz, 1026 last year: Making up spots in the top 1000 is hard going, with 700 CF
gyms in Aus/NZ it basically means you’re on average the top athlete in a gym. So for Sean to jump 300
is a testament to the amount of work this guy puts in and I can confidentially say that no one works
harder in both his training, recovery and mobility. Very deserving winner of the ‘Performer of the Open
Award’.
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Mark Taylor 5684 in Oz, ??? last year: Missed one workout this year which threw his finish out,
this guy always get the most out of himself and his strength is improving nicely. Great guy to
have around for Friday night lights.
Jason Walker 406 in Oz, 398 last year
Mike Warner 8418 in Oz: Great to see him dive in head first and really fight out of his weight
class with some of the heavier workouts. Can see the glint in his eye to really knuckle down and if
he can continue to improve like he has the last few months he will slice several thousand spots
off.

Want to be featured (ridiculed /celebrated) or
nominate someone else for the above?

PLEASE CIRCLE:

PB

FINE

THANKYOU

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
BY: ______________

DATE: __________

PLEASE COMPLETE AND INCLUDE DETAILS OF YOUR PB, A PERSON YOU WANT TO
NOMINATE FOR A ‘FINE’ OR A COMMUNITY MEMBER YOU WANT TO ACKNOWLEGE + THANK!

Let us celebrate your Success,
acknowledge worthy community
members and laugh at
your mishaps!
Find these slips at the front counter
and please complete by the end of the
month. You can fill in as many as you
would like!

* Next month we would love to include a “pb page” in our newsletter so please don’t
be shy in filling out your slips! You’ve worked hard, let us praise you!

